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The Aluminum Flag Signs are manufactured and patented #7100528 in the United States from heavy gage 
vibrant baked-on enamel colored painted aluminum and make a proud patriotic statement on any building.  
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They were developed to fit the niche market when a traditional flag & flagpole are not able to be installed.  
Whether it’s for economic reasons, space limitations and city or county ordinance restrictions, the 
Aluminum Flag Signs will meet your’ needs.  The result is a flag that will not sag, rip, tear, rot, fade, burn and 
comes with a limited 7 year warranty.  Imagine a weatherproof American Flag on your building that is 
impervious to snow, rain, sleet, or direct sunlight.  Aluminum Flag Signs are easy to install and are available 
in three different sizes to fit any space availability and budgetary requirements.  
 
SIZE #1 ALUMINUM FLAG SIGN SPECIFICATIONS  
Size: 50" tall x 88" wide X 3½” deep.   
Weight: 30 lbs.   
Shipping: U.P.S (knocked down - assembly required)  
Installation: Two people can easily install on any flat wall or surface  
Warranty: 10yr (with proper maintenance). 
Hardware: hanging brackets only (with additional fasteners not included required to mount to building)  
Maintenance: Annual application of UV inhibitor wax or polish on the flag surface. (Automotive wax is 
sufficient) 
 
SIZE #2 ALUMINUM FLAG SIGN SPECIFICATIONS  
Size: 104" tall X 178" wide X 3½” deep. 
Weight: 130 lbs. 
Shipping: Fed-Ex Freight (knocked down - assembly required)  
Installation: Requires several people to lift into place & a mechanical lift may be required 
Warranty: 10yr (with proper maintenance). 
Hardware: hanging brackets only (with additional fasteners not included required to mount to building)  
Maintenance: Annual application of UV inhibitor wax or polish on the flag surface. (Automotive wax is 
sufficient) 
 
SIZE #3 ALUMINUM FLAG SIGN SPECIFICATIONS  
Size: 156" tall x 276" wide X 3½” deep.   
Weight: 296 lbs.  
Shipping: Fed-Ex Freight (knocked down - assembly required)  
Installation: Requires several people to lift into place & a mechanical lift may be required  
Warranty: 10yr (with proper maintenance). 
Hardware: hanging brackets only (with additional fasteners not included required to mount to building)  
Maintenance: Annual application of UV inhibitor wax or polish on the flag surface. (Automotive wax is 
sufficient)  
 
FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS 
Why do the flags last so long? 
The basic design of heavy gauge ribbed aluminum and snap together interlocked construction used in 
popular products is an integral part of the reason for its longevity.  In addition the baked enamel colors are 
weather and fade resistant. 
 
Are there other American flags like this available? 
Our aluminum flag is one of a kind.  Its’ patented design is unique to the flag market. 
 
What maintenance do aluminum flags require? 
We recommend the application of a UV inhibitor auto wax once a year. 
 
ALUMINUM FLAG SIGN PRICES 
CALL FOR PRICES 
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